
Four Challenges Results

Siloed Groups 

Social service is disconnected from support  
and operating alone with their own strategy, set  
of technologies, and rewards.

Companies using Service Cloud on average:1

Disconnected Systems 

Multiple tools keep the entire company from  
getting a full picture of their customers.  

2
Missing Social Conversations

Listening is at the heart of customer service.   
Companies struggle to find all the places customers  
are talking about their brand, products, and services. 

3

Generic Interactions

Companies have difficulty delivering personalized service  
when they’re missing customers’ historical interactions 
with the company. Social service and support teams 
want previous conversations, purchase history, and basic 
contact information at their fingertips.  

4

service cloud

n today’s social world, expectations have changed. Now, more than ever, your 
customers are turning to social channels for fast and personalized service. Half of your 
customers expect a social response within an hour, and more than a day is too late.

How did companies react to this phenomenon? Social service teams came into fashion.  
They operated outside of traditional support depatments with their own set of goals, tools, 
and processes. Soon, companies realized social service needed vital customer data to 
succeed and customer service reps needed to hear the social conversations.
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Salesforce Social
Customer Service

Unite Social Service and Support  

Empower both teams with the same tools and conversations.  

Maximize productivity by responding quickly to social posts 
from the Service Cloud Console.

Customer service teams listen to inquiries submitted on social 
media in real time and respond to customers right inside the 
Service Cloud Console. 

Social service is more informed with additional customer context.

42% Increase in faster case resolution

40% Increase in customer satisfaction

38% Increase in net promoter score



For More Information 
Contact your account executive 
to learn how we can help you 
accelerate your CRM success.
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Timely Responses

Configure elements to see relevant posts and speed up responses. The 
agent never leaves the console, maximizing productivity and ensuring 
cases get answered immediately in social channels.

Scale Social Support

Determine the social posts you need to route and respond to, and  
offer faster and smarter social service that will increase loyalty, retention,  
and satisfaction.

Cut Costs

Reduce costs by providing social customer service. Social customer 
service costs less than phone or email interactions.

Metrics

Gain insights into service trends across your channels and devices to 
make smarter business decisions. Configure reports and dashboards 
without IT help. 

Mobile

Gartner states, “Building the proper level of customer support  
into the mobile experience is a critical issue because, by 2017, 35%  
of all customer support will take place on a mobile device, an increase  
of 300%.” 2

Benefits

Personalize Conversations

Salesforce integrates seamlessly with other systems, ensuring agents see 
recent conversations, complete customer profiles, and social standings to 
quickly gain insights to deliver personalized social customer service.  

Productivity Gains 

Streamline your agent experience with social customer service. With help 
from Marketing Cloud, social issues are captured as cases in the Service 
Cloud Console and case feed. Agents can be more productive and work 
right alongside other channels like email, phone, and chat.  

Multichannel

Forrester states, “Consumers’ preferences for customer service 
channels are rapidly changing.  And it’s not just the younger generation 
of consumers – there’s disruption and change across all ages and 
demographics.”1  Customer service teams need to support customers  
on their channel of choice without losing the thread. 

Proactive Social Customer Service

Listen to conversations on over a billion social sources and your own 
social channels. Catch relevant conversations associated with your  
brand and cast a wider net to capture customers with problems.

  

Route to the Right Agent 

Automatically create cases from social networks.  Filter high priority  
posts for triaged responses and tag inbound content right. Deliver posts 
to agents from important data sources based on keywords, language, 
and influential customers.   

1  Source: Forrester Research, Inc. Channel Management: Core To Your Customer Service Strategy, Kate Leggett and Fraser Tibbits, 1.20.2015 
2  Source: Gartner, Inc., Nine CRM Gartner Projects to Do Right Now for Customer Service, Michael Maoz, 12.8.2015


